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Historicizing Transgender 
Terminology

Annette F. Timm with Michael Thomas Taylor

The stories this book tells span from the late nineteenth 
century to the early 1960s. Within these seven decades, 
terminology referencing individuals who disagreed with the 
gender they were assigned at birth or who wished to play with 
or challenge norms of gender comportment went through 
several dramatic transformations. While recognizing that 
these linguistic transformations are still underway and that we 
cannot hope to represent a true consensus on current usage, 
we have been very self-conscious about choosing terms and 
phrases and about formulating our historical descriptions in 
ways that at least contain and contextualize the painful effects 
of terms that are today often used to denigrate rather than 
to empower trans individuals. Although we have raised this 
issue at key points in this book, we would like to also provide 
a general discussion of the terminological landscape and our 
efforts to navigate it.

Our decisions about terminology were grounded in a 
resolutely historical perspective. While recognizing that we 
are writing to and must therefore respect the sensibilities 
of present-day readers, we insist upon also respecting the 
identities, experiences, and self-understandings of our 
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historical reality that linguistic shifts from 
terms like “transvestite” to “transsexual” 
and, to a lesser extent, to “transgender” 
were often orchestrated not by trans people 
themselves but by physicians, sexologists, 
and psychiatrists – self-declared experts 
seeking to categorize and treat conditions 
that they viewed as primarily pathological.2 
One of our key aims in this book, however, 
has been to explain how previous histories 
have placed too much emphasis on the 
agency of medical experts and not enough 
on the influence and actions of trans 
people themselves. As George Chauncey 
has argued for the word “homosexuality” 
in the late nineteenth century, it “would be 
wrong to assume … that people uncritically 
internalized the new medical models.”3 
Even the taxonomical shifts occurred 
primarily because trans people themselves 
actively sought out medical expertise and 
because they often (if not always) viewed the 
new terminology as empowering. 

To understand precisely how this could 
be true, we must become etymologists, 
meaning that we must appreciate the 
meanings of words as they were originally 
used in different national contexts. Rather 
than providing a glossary, which, as Julia 
Serano argues, “gives the impression that 
all of these transgender-related words and 
phrases are somehow written in stone, 
indelibly passed down from generation 
to generation,”4 we have chosen to 
contextualize our terminology and to add 
this note to explain our general philosophy 
of word choice in more detail. 

A key problem has always been whose 
words are being used. The overarching 
word that we rely on – “transgender” – is 

historical actors. We therefore reject the 
argument that being sensitive entails 
linguistic sanitation of historical realities 
that cannot be fully understood without 
appreciating how and why people used 
the words they did to describe themselves 
during the period under investigation. 
Particularly in the first half of the period  
we analyze in this book, trans individuals 
had no words to describe themselves. In  
the book Trans*: A Quick and Quirky 
Account of Gender Variability, Jack 
Halberstam introduces a discussion of how 
alienating it can be to lack identification 
with a very personal reflection: “If I had 
known the term ‘transgender’ when I was 
a teenager in the 1970s, I’m sure I would 
have grabbed hold of it like a life jacket on 
rough seas, but there were no such words 
in my world.”1 Socially marginalized or 
living in self-imposed silence about their 
deepest fears and longings, transgender 
people were often relieved to be provided 
with terminology – any terminology – 
that might validate their experiences as 
something shared with others. The passive 
construction – “to be provided with” – is 
intentional. Explaining how we arrived 
at our present-day usage requires us to 
acknowledge that, aside from localized 
slang, trans people were not initially in 
control of the terms that they eventually 
adopted to achieve a sense of belonging 
and self-understanding. That this is no 
longer true today – that there is a vibrant 
academic field of transgender studies 
and an international proliferation of 
trans activist groups, whose members 
are adamantly asserting their rights to 
self-definition – does not obliterate the 
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For precisely these reasons, we chose 
to use the words “transgender” or “trans” 
(fairly interchangeably) whenever we are 
discussing the experiences of transgender 
people from a point of historical remove. 
These are our words to describe their 
experience, though we believe that they 
are respectful and appropriate. However, 
we also use words like “transvestite” 
and “transsexual” in cases where we are 
paraphrasing our historical actors, because 
these words were also used by trans people 
themselves and thus helped to form their 
sense of self. The fact that this book tracks 
a transatlantic and multilingual history 
complicates (or enriches) the etymological 
project, since usage varies geographically 
and over time in the three primary sites 
we explore: Germany, the United States, 
and the Netherlands. To demonstrate the 
dilemmas, let us take the example of the 
word “transvestite.”

The German physician and sexologist 
Magnus Hirschfeld coined the word 
“transvestite” in his 1910 book Die 
Transvestiten: Eine Untersuchung über 
den erotischen Verkleidungstrieb (The 
transvestites: an investigation of the erotic 
drive to cross-dress).7 Note first of all 
that the German word Verkleidungstrieb 
cannot be easily translated and literally 
means something closer to “instinct,” 
“drive,” or “desire” to clothe – or even, 
as Michael has argued, to disguise 
oneself. Along with “transvestite,” it is 
a Hirschfeldian neologism – an attempt 
to corner the market on terminology by 
replacing psychiatrist Carl Westphal’s 
1870 term “konträre Sexualempfinden” 
(“contrary sexual feeling”) with a term 

a case in point. Although the precise 
person to have originally coined it remains 
disputed, Susan Stryker and Paisley Currah 
emphasize that it came into common use 
in the 1960s and that some of the first to 
employ it were members of “self-organized 
communities of predominantly white, 
middle-class, male-bodied individuals 
who persistently expressed feminine 
comportment, identities, and dress.”5 
Even though medical experts such as 
Harry Benjamin claimed ownership 
through their publications, the essential 
point, Stryker and Carrah emphasize, is 
that the goal in adopting the term was to 
resist medical, psychiatric, or sexological 
labelling either as “transvestites,” which 
connoted episodic cross-dressing primarily 
for reasons of erotic gratification, or as 
“transsexuals,” which implied medicalized 
bodily transformations of sex-signifying 
physical attributes through which a 
permanent legal change of social gender 
could be accomplished. “Transgender,” 
on the other hand, was meant to convey 
a nonpathological sense that one could 
live in a social gender not typically 
associated with one’s biological sex or 
that a single individual should be able 
to combine elements of different gender 
styles and presentations. Thus, from the 
beginning, the category “transgender” 
represented a resistance to medicalization, 
to pathologization, and to the many 
mechanisms whereby the administrative 
state and its associated medico-legal-
psychiatric institutions sought to contain 
and delimit the socially disruptive 
potentials of sex/gender atypicality, 
incongruence, and nonnormativity.6
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Geschlechts-Übergänge (a variation of the 
term “sexual intermediaries” that translates 
into something like “gender transitions”) 
and Geschlechtskunde (the study of gender, 
or sexual knowledge), which included many 
images of transvestites in one of its five 
thick volumes. Hirschfeld viewed those who 
wished to live out their lives in a different 
sex from the one assigned to them at birth 
as extreme variants within a broader 
transvestite scene, which also included 
those who lived fundamentally heterosexual 
lives but enjoyed cross-dressing in private 
or as a public performance. The emphasis 
on erotic gratification created by the book’s 
title was thus a bit misplaced; Hirschfeld’s 
own awkward writing style contributed 
to misreadings that continue to haunt his 
legacy. 

Finally, it should be noted in passing 
that there is no German equivalent for the 
term “cross-dresser,” which has garnered 
more acceptance as a less derogatory 
term in historical literature about the 
phenomenon in English-speaking contexts. 
One could argue that we could simply 
translate the German word Transvestit into 
“cross-dresser,” but this would deny our 
historical actors’ possession of a word that 
they adopted as their own.

English readings of Hirschfeld’s 
terminology are also complicated by the 
fact that there really is also no direct 
equivalent for the word “gender” in 
German, which is why the English term 
has been used in discussions of gender 
theory and social analysis since the 
explosion of scholarly interest in gender 
theory at the end of the twentieth century.11 
While the word “gender” now implies the 

that deemphasized the pathological 
while distinguishing cross-dressers from 
homosexuals. This was a new perspective 
on Hirschfeld’s part, and his growing 
conviction that cross-dressing was not the 
same thing as homosexuality had slowly 
formed after years of angry exchanges with 
the cross-dressers themselves.8 Although 
these people then adopted the term 
“transvestite,” most of them also insisted 
that their drive to cross-dress had nothing 
to do with erotic desire but was rather 
motivated by the need to adequately present 
themselves in the clothing that matched 
their own sense of gender. Nonetheless, 
Hirschfeld’s word caught on (despite the 
fact that his book was not translated into 
English until 1991), and by the 1920s it 
had won out over alternative suggestions 
from cross-dressers themselves, and from 
other sexologists, such as Havelock Ellis’s 
“eonism” (after the eighteenth-century 
French diplomat known as the Chevalier 
d’Éon, who is profiled in a gallery and 
in Michael’s essay in this volume).9 For 
instance, the popular magazine about 
which Rainer Herrn writes in this book, 
which was published in Germany between 
1930 and 1932, was explicitly aimed at and 
for Transvestiten. Hirschfeld overcame his 
initial surprise in discovering that cross-
dressers were not necessarily homosexuals, 
and he described one particular variant as 
belonging more or less to the domain of 
what he termed sexuelle Zwischenstufen 
(sexual intermediaries – this could also be 
translated as “variations,” “interstages,” or 
“in-betweens”).10 He later elaborated on how 
these people fit into the wide spectrum of 
gender identities in various works, including 
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sexual anatomy and behaviour that did not 
conform to heteronormative standards, 
and he used the term “intersexuality” to 
describe the entire spectrum of naturally 
occurring sexual variation. “For a biologist 
trained in Darwin’s theories,” he wrote 
in 1910, it was an “untenable position” to 

social construction of a gender identity 
(as opposed to biological/anatomical sex) 
in both German and English usage, the 
German word “Geschlecht” cannot be so 
easily separated from biology. The most 
basic translation might be “genus,” and the 
history of the word marks intersections 
between biology and social reproduction: 
the word “Geschlecht” is used to denote 
groups of ethnically homogenous people, 
aristocratic dynasties, or even the human 
race (das menschliche Geschlecht).12 
Geschlecht as Hirschfeld used it must also 
be understood as related to anatomy (it 
is not a translation for “gender”), as is 
clear in the German word for genitals: 
Geschlechtsorgane. These fine distinctions 
are often missed in translation, since the 
lines between what is biological and what is 
socially/psychologically perceived is much 
more blurred in German usage than it is in 
present-day English. In the post-First World 
War years, Hirschfeld and his followers 
came to speak of the “true transvestite,” 
a concept that was gradually replaced 
by the word “transsexual” (“seelischer 
Transsexualismus,” “psychological 
transsexualism”), which Hirschfeld 
first used in a 1923 lecture titled “Die 
intersexuelle Konstitution” (The intersexual 
constitution).13

This last point raises another problem 
of terminology: Hirschfeld also used the 
word “intersexuality” in a very different way 
than we would today. What he meant can 
most easily be demonstrated in a graphic 
produced for his article on the intersexual 
constitution:

With this schema, Hirschfeld was 
seeking to depathologize conditions of 

Figure 8.1: Intersexual and Constitution and Variation 
Schema. Originally printed in Magnus Hirschfeld, 
“Die intersexuelle Konstitution,” Jahrbuch für sexuelle 
Zwischenstufen 23 (1923): 3–27. Clockwise from the top: 
homosexuality, transvestism, bisexuality, metatropism 
(the reversal of active and passive gendered qualities), 
heterosexuality, hermaphroditism, early stages of 
hermaphroditism, androgyny.
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allusion to monsters and freaks, and it is 
anatomically misleading.16 As the story 
of Carla Erskine in Annette’s chapter 
demonstrates, terminology surrounding 
intersex conditions was both disputed and 
obscure to those diagnosed throughout the 
first seven decades of the twentieth century.

It would seem that problems of 
translation and Hirschfeld’s tendencies 
towards constantly coining new terms and 
defining them in convoluted German has 
defeated American readers, who are less 
familiar with the fact that he was involved 
in the world’s first cases of gender affirming 
surgery, such as that of Lili Elbe, whose 
story we describe in a gallery in chapter 4. 
That Hirschfeld was also quite keen to sell 
books (with which he funded his Institute 
for Sexual Science in Berlin) and thus 
often chose titillating titles, did not help. 
All of this explains why English-speakers 
have misread Hirschfeld’s use of the word 
“transvestite” and why they have generally 
missed that he did indeed also coin the 
word “transsexual” to refer to those people 
who were seeking to change both the 
anatomy with which they were born and 
their social presentation/recognition.17 
Most English-speaking authors attribute 
its first use either to Harry Benjamin or to 
a 1949 article by David Oliver Cauldwell, 
editor of the American Sexology magazine 
and author of many popular books about 
sexual health and education.18 Although 
we would grant Hirschfeld the credit 
for first using the term, the fact that 
Hirschfeld died in 1935, two years after 
the Nazis had attempted to obliterate his 
legacy by destroying his institute, makes 
it unsurprising that the later American 

pathologize sexually intermediary stages. 
He argued that “all of these intermediary 
sexes” should be recognized as “sexual 
varieties” similar to the diversity of species. 
Hirschfeld was thus breaking with the 
majority of sexologists of the era and with 
public opinion in refusing to distinguish 
more clearly between “pathological” and 
“healthy” sexual characteristics. He uses 
the word “intersexual” in a much broader 
way than we would today to describe all 
of this naturally occurring variation. This 
does not mean, however, that Hirschfeld 
was entirely consistent in his attitude 
toward depathologization or that he always 
accepted individual self-assessments of 
gender. When he helped people whom he 
called pseudo-hermaphrodites and whom 
we would call intersex, he insisted that it 
was his anatomical findings (the presence 
or absence of sperm, for example), rather 
than the individual’s self-perception, 
that should determine the legal gender.14 
Hirschfeld’s taxonomical practices were 
peculiar, and not all of his neologisms 
gained the acceptance of “transvestite.” 
His use of “intersexuality” is a case in 
point.15 We have therefore not adopted 
this definition of “intersex” in this volume, 
and, for other reasons, we have also chosen 
to not use the word “hermaphrodite” 
uncritically, even though it was commonly 
used in the period under investigation in 
this book by individuals with genitalia 
that did not conform to expectations 
of a clear line between male and female 
bodies. Our justification for this exception 
to the practice of respecting historical 
individuals’ own word choices is that 
“hermaphrodite” has a long history of 
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people have or want to undergo surgical 
modification or that medical treatment 
defines what it means to be transgender.22 

But just as we must be sensitive to the 
violence that words can do today, we are 
equally sensitive to the self-definition and 
need for self-validation of our historical 
actors. As Gillian Frank and Lauren 
Guttermann put it in a recent episode of 
their Sexing History podcast, we need to 
pay attention to “how trans folks calibrated 
their personal arguments for sex change 
in response to the shifting medical criteria 
of doctors and psychiatrists.” Even in our 
use of terminology, we must not paint 
trans people as “simply the victims of an 
oppressive medical gaze” but point out 
how “they also helped to shape medical 
opinion.”23 In other words, the fact that 
trans people themselves have used the term 
“transsexual” as a form of empowerment 
cannot be easily erased from the historical 
record without denying these people 
their own linguistic agency. There are 
discomforts involved in this recognition. 
For example, the Texas-born recording 
artist, Canary Conn, who transitioned in 
the early 1970s after having been married 
and fathering a child, insisted that she 
was a “true” transsexual, “comparing 
herself to others whom she perceived 
as less authentically trans and therefore 
undeserving of medical treatment.”24 Even 
these judgemental self-categorizations are 
part of trans history.

They are also, it must be stated, part 
of the trans present. Not all trans people 
accept that “transgender” should replace 
“transsexual” (though most are happy to 
see the death of “transvestite”). As the poet, 

introductions of the term “transsexuality” 
received more attention in the post-Second 
World War period.19 The term is still in use 
today (perhaps most notably in the title of 
Julie Serano’s pathbreaking book Whipping 
Girl: A Transsexual Woman on Sexism and 
the Scapegoating of Femininity),20 although 
it now more often takes a back seat to 
the umbrella term “transgender.” How 
Serano uses the term actually conforms 
to a short-lived usage coined by the Dutch 
psychiatrist Coen van Emde Boas, who 
used “transsexist” as a replacement for 
“transvestite” instead of “transsexual.” Van 
Emde Boas wanted to emphasize that what 
was being described was not primarily a 
matter of clothing or biological sex but the 
individual’s sexuality. Benjamin agreed but 
found “transsexist” awkward in English. He 
briefly used the term “transexualist,” which 
also failed to catch on.21

The word “transsexuality” remained 
the most frequently used term for almost 
fifty years after its re-popularization by 
Benjamin and Cauldwell, and it was meant 
to identify people who wished to undergo 
sex-affirming hormonal treatment and/
or surgery. Within the broad spectrum of 
trans identities, transsexuals were those 
who could not avoid seeking the help of 
others – they required medical help to 
live the lives they wanted to lead. Yet, for 
much of the period under investigation in 
this book, very few doctors were willing to 
prescribe hormone treatment or to perform 
transgender surgery of any kind. Those 
who were willing quickly became central 
to the lives and well-being of trans people. 
Today the word “transsexual” can offend, 
primarily because it presumes that all trans 
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term had achieved acceptance within 
trans communities by the 1990s. As K. J. 
Rawson has argued, it is now commonly 
accepted as “a broad category encompassing 
many gender identities and expressions, 
including transsexual, genderqueer and 
cross-dresser, among many other.”26 We 
would argue that the word “transgender” 
can be deployed without the implication of 
prejudice as an umbrella term to describe 
all individuals who wish to live within a 
gender that does not conform to the one 
they were involuntarily assigned at birth, 
whether or not they are seeking physical 
transition or acceptance on either side of a 
male/female binary. However, as Viviane 
Namaste has noted (echoing Valerio’s fears), 
such umbrella terminology can also go too 
far, risking what she calls “queer theory’s 
erasure of transgender subjectivity.”27 

In sum, there simply is no perfect 
solution to the debates about terminology, 
and, as in other books on the subject, the 
decisions we have made here represent 
a snapshot in time rather than the final 
word on how historians should deal with 
such issues. Whenever possible, we use the 
terms that the individuals we describe have 
used themselves. And we must admit that, 
historical accuracy aside, we do need to find 
present-day language with which we are 
comfortable – with which we can describe a 
past from the perspective of our own values. 
When we are speaking in more general, 
descriptive ways in this book, we therefore 
very often use the term “trans,” mostly 
because it implies the least (about the 
specifics of identity and/or surgery) while 
still conforming to present-day usage. 

We have also chosen to stick primarily 
to North American English usage. For 

essayist and actor Max Wolf Valerio has put 
it in describing his transition, 

I did not change my core gender 
identity, I changed my biological 
sex … I dislike the use of the word 
transgender because it increasingly 
lumps me in with any number of 
other people who might be trans-
gressing gender boundaries, people 
who might actually have very little 
in common with me. While I’m 
not against these people express-
ing their gender, I do have a real 
fear: The word transgender has the 
potential to entirely erase who I am. 
… Finally, transgender doesn’t con-
nect me decisively to my spiritual 
ancestors, the other transsexuals of 
the latter half of the twentieth cen-
tury, who have endured ostracism, 
loneliness and intensive struggle to 
transform their bodies and lives. 
Transgender ignores the medical 
aspects of my transition that have 
enabled me to create my life. I have 
made use of the medical tools avail-
able to me, against all the odds and 
the voices that told me I couldn’t do 
it – and that I shouldn’t want to.25

The lesson here is that it is essential 
to name people as they wish to be named 
and to use categories that respect their 
sense of self rather than our socio-political 
sensibilities, whether they live in the present 
or lived in the past. That “transgender” has 
gained wide acceptance does not make it 
the most appropriate term in all cases.

“Transgender” is of relatively recent 
(if somewhat disputed) origin, but the 
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Our choices were more difficult when 
it came to other terms. Should it be “trans 
women” and “trans men” or “transwomen” 
and “transmen.” Experts on the subject 
differ. Julia Serano follows the former 
practice, while Jack Halberstam prefers 
the compound-noun version. We have 
somewhat arbitrarily chosen the former. 
Some scholars reject terms like “female-to-
male” (FTM) or “male-to-female” (MTF) 
transition. Given that the author of an 
important new textbook, Ardel Haefele-
Thomas, has argued that these terms should 
be avoided (because “it is crucial not to 
assume that the person has necessarily had 
any hormones or surgery”), we suspect that 
these terms will increasingly be rejected 
by a new generation.30 Once again, our 
decisions have been based on the historical 
context. The individuals whose lives we will 
describe lived in the late nineteenth and the 
early twentieth centuries, a period during 
which the social and legal consequences 
of attempting to thwart heterosexist and 
cissexist norms were significantly more 
dire than they are in the democracies of 
our present. Laws against “masquerading” 
in the clothing of the other gender or 
against creating a public nuisance could 
be, and often were, used to repress and 
punish trans people, who literally lived 
under the threat of being asked to display 
their genitals to police. In this context, the 
distinction between gender comportment 
and anatomical configuration could be 
existential. To point this out by discussing 
whether these individuals had been 
successful in their quest for surgery is not, 
in other words, simply a matter of sensitive 
labelling; it is an essential part of the story 

example, the term “transgenders,” as 
a noun, is accepted in some countries, 
including India and the Netherlands.28 
But we here stick with “trans individuals” 
and “trans persons,” or – when we are 
referencing an individual as a historical 
actor in our narrative, “trans subjects” – 
in order to avoid any connotations of a 
slur. We are aware of the bind described 
by Julia Serano in writing of the “Activist 
Language Merry-Go Round,” which dictates 
constantly shifting terminology; “because 
trans people are highly stigmatized and 
face undue scrutiny in our culture, all 
of the language associated with us will 
also eventually face similar stigma and 
scrutiny.”29 

And again, as we noted earlier, the 
meanings of all the terms we are using, 
and of “transvestite” in particular, can 
easily get lost in translation. Highlighting 
these moments of cultural difference and 
asking about how terms and ideas are 
translated between languages and between 
historical and cultural contexts is crucial 
to our project. And, of course, what is most 
interesting about this history is precisely 
the shifts and differences in what this 
word, “transvestite,” meant to different 
people. The term “transvestite” marked 
contested terrain – precisely because it was 
so widely used. We would argue adamantly 
that explaining these distinctions rather 
than erasing them is our responsibility as 
historians. This does not deny but only 
contextualizes the obvious fact that it is 
no longer appropriate to use the word 
“transvestite” as a general term to describe 
people who would themselves never use 
the word.
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use “gender-affirming surgeries” whenever 
we are not directly quoting historical 
sources. Since this book has discussed 
the quest for surgery in many different 
contexts, it is important to acknowledge, 
as Plemons and Straayer point out, that 
surgical outcomes varied enormously in 
both physical and psychological terms, 
“resulting in self-actualizing triumph” in 
some cases and “crushing disappointment 
and lifelong chronic health problems” in 
others.34 Although our cast of characters 
in this book almost all sought hormonal or 
surgical transformation, however, we do not 
consider medical treatment or its successes 
and failures as a criterion to define or 
describe them. Instead, whenever possible, 
we have used the words that they would 
have used to describe themselves. 

In some cases, unfortunately, calling 
our historical subjects by the names they 
would have chosen is impossible, because 
we have no record of those names. Given 
the dangers of being discovered as trans 
in societies with legal sanctions against 
changing one’s gender, trans lives were 
shrouded in secrecy and often left few 
archival traces. The only way that we could 
avoid deadnaming these people – using 
the gendered names that they actually did 
or would have rejected if they had had the 
choice – would be to not name them at all, 
a solution we found even more problematic. 
It is also does not help the cause of tolerance 
to fail to acknowledge that in certain 
historical circumstances it has in fact 
been impossible for individuals to safely 
socially transition. In sum, both naming 
and labels matter for transgender histories 
because they determine what is historically 

of their marginalized and threatened 
existence.31 

Moreover, elders such as Kate Bornstein 
point out that the empowerment of trans 
women to claim a fully female identity 
without surgery is a recent development. 
Even in the early 1980s, Bornstein writes, 
“I knew for a fact that I could never be 
a woman so long as I had a penis. So I 
transitioned from male to female by means 
of gender confirmation surgery – it was the 
only way I could possibly live as the woman 
I believed myself to be. In Denmark some 
fifty years earlier, Lili Elbe knew for a fact 
that she could never be a woman so long as 
she had no uterus.”32 Bornstein follows this 
statement with a convincing justification for 
replacing many terms that she used in the 
original 1994 edition of her book with more 
current usage. The two perspectives are not, 
we think, self-contradictory. They simply 
require nuanced and thoughtful wording. 
As historians it is our responsibility to find 
terminology that is respectful of our readers 
while still avoiding any exaggeration of 
social choices available to our historical 
actors.

Having said this, we follow Eric 
Plemons and Chris Straayer in being 
aware that any discussion of surgery can 
play into “lurid and voyeuristic concerns 
with dissected body parts” and can thus 
overshadow “extraclinical and never-
clinical trans ways of being.”33 For this 
reason, it seems self-evident to us that 
older terms such as “sex change operation” 
or even “sex reassignment surgery” are 
unnecessarily disrespectful of the lifelong 
self-understandings of trans people and 
should be avoided. We therefore chose to 
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individuals about whom our knowledge 
of gender self-identification is completely 
uncertain, such as interwar transvestites 
for whom we have photographs but no 
biographies. But with all due respect to 
the linguistic practices of contemporary 
trans individuals who justifiably seek 
to be described as they see themselves, 
we feel that directly imposing modern 
terminology onto historical subjects – 
putting words in their mouths that they 
would never themselves have used – would 
be disrespectful to their self-understandings 
and their existential struggles and would 
constitute a distortion of the historical 
record.

To reiterate then, our guiding principle 
throughout has been to make the voices 
of trans subjects of the past heard, while 
also acknowledging the difficult balance 
between the desires that some of them had 
for privacy and what we feel is a need to 
tell these histories. We wanted to represent 
them literally as subjects: as agents in their 
own stories whose self-definitions must be 
respected and whose actions are at the core 
of our narrative. This will certainly create 
dissonance for readers unaccustomed to 
reading about trans people in the past and 
who are understandably uncomfortable 
with words that have become slurs. But we 
expect this dissonance to be productive 
rather than offensive, and we are convinced 
that a sustained engagement with the 
historical creation of “transgender” will 
provide hope for further transformations in 
the future.

visible or recognizable at all. This is a point 
that the editors of a special issue of TSQ: 
Transgender Studies Quarterly on “Archives 
and Archiving,” K. J. Rawson and Aaron 
Devor, underline by choosing articles that 
highlight challenges of researching a field 
full of silences, taxonomical debates, and 
ethical challenges.35 We have, however, 
replaced deadnames with those chosen by 
our historical subjects wherever possible, 
placing the new name in square brackets 
when it appears in quotations or archival 
citations. 

As historians, we are sensitive to the 
legal and social contexts in which our 
specific historical subjects lived, and we 
are cognizant of the fact that their bodily 
integrity and their own self-understandings 
depended on their abilities to pass. We 
therefore use the pronouns that we believe 
they would have chosen themselves, as 
far as we have been able to determine. In 
cases where we know that it was never 
possible for the person to live in their true 
gender in any social setting outside of the 
home (and particularly where we know 
only their birth names), we have chosen to 
use the only pronouns that they were able 
to expect in public – the ones they were 
assigned at birth. To do otherwise would 
be to make implicit and false claims about 
the degree of social acceptance they were 
able to achieve. For similar reasons, we have 
generally eschewed the use of more modern 
gender-neutral variants, such as “they” or 
the various neologisms with which trans 
individuals are today raising awareness and 
pushing the boundaries of tolerance in our 
societies. We certainly have used “they” as 
a gender-neutral singular designation of 
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